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Equity benchmarks settled marginally higher after witnessing a pullback post the initial slump led by strength in the rupee to a 17 month high against the US$ on

strong FII flows and passage of GST bill in parliament. The Sensex rose 199 points or 0.67% to 29620 while the Nifty gained 65 points or 0.72% to 9173. Broader

markets outperformed the benchmarks as the BSE midcap and small cap indices rose 1.8% and 2.5%, respectively.

The weekly price action formed a bull candle that is largely confined within previous week’s high/low range as the index protected previous week’s low (9019) and

managed to post all-time high closing (9173). However, the current pullback lacks the requisite momentum as index has taken seven trading sessions to retrace the

preceding four session decline. The slower pace of pullback confirms our view of pause in the prevailing uptrend and indicates continuance of range bound

consolidation in the upcoming truncated week. We expect the index to consolidate between the broad range of 8950 and 9250 in the short-term amid lack of

directional triggers. We expect stock specific action to remain in focus going forward ahead of the onset of quarterly earnings season

Consolidation to extend in truncated week…

NSE Nifty Weekly Candlestick Chart• The Nifty protected its previous week’s low of 9019 during last week’s early

slump, highlighting emergence of demand near the key value area of 8950-9000

region as it is the confluence of following technical parameters:

 The recent breakout area and higher band of previous two weeks

consolidation is placed at 8970

 Yearly high of 2016 (8968) will reverse its role and act as support

 Bullish gap area formed post the state election results is placed at 8934

• The index has entered into a secondary consolidation phase after approaching

close to the earmarked target and key overhead hurdle placed around 9250

region. Price wise, the recent decline (9218 to 9019=199 points) is deeper in

magnitude than the preceding corrective declines that have measured around

135 points since December 2016 bottom. Time wise, the index has taken seven

sessions to retrace preceding four session decline. The fall getting bigger and

slower pace of retracement confirms our view that the index has entered into a

secondary consolidation phase after the 18% rally in last three months

approached key overhead hurdle of 9250, which is the confluence of following

technical parameters:

 The 123.6% reciprocal retracement of entire decline from September to

December 2016 is placed at 9225

 The 138.2% price extension of last rising segment (8712 to 8992) measured

from the recent higher bottom of 8860 is around 9250 region

• Among oscillators, the placement of 14 week RSI and short-term stochastic in

overbought zone with readings of 86 ad 69, respectively, signals continuance of

consolidation amid lack of directional triggers in the upcoming truncated week

• Stock Pick: Buy Deepak Nitrite in the range of | 125-128, Target | 145, Stop loss

| 117.50

• Sectors: We expect energy, FMCG, MNC and PSU indices to relatively

outperform the benchmark in the coming weeks. While pharma and IT space will

continue to relatively underperform the benchmark, going forward

Source: Bloomberg, ICICIdirect.com Research 
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Nifty Bank (21488): RBI policy to indicate further direction…

• The Nifty Bank index surged to a new all-time high closing in the week gone

led by strength across the PSU banking space while private banks relatively

underperformed the benchmark. For the week, the Nifty Bank index rose 347

points or 1.64% to shut shop at 21488

• The weekly price action formed a sizable bull candle, which carries a higher

high higher low compared to the previous week highlighting emergence of

strong demand at the key rising trendline in force since December 2016

bottom. The index is now approaching its recent life-time high of 21678.

However, the current pullback lacks the requisite momentum as the index has

taken seven trading sessions to retrace the preceding four session decline. It

signals a pause in momentum and points towards a round of consolidation,

going forward

• The Nifty Bank index has incurred high volatility over the last two weeks after

surging to a new life-time high of 21678 and nearly apprehending our

earmarked hurdle of 21750. In the coming week, the RBI policy review meet

will be the key event watched out by market participants for further direction.

We expect the index to enter into consolidation mode and oscillate between

the broad range of 21750 to 20500 levels in the short-term amid stock specific

action. Only a sustained close above 21750 will open the room for extension

of the current up move towards 22500 over the coming months as it is the

161.8% reciprocal retracement of the 2016 correction which will be the next

likely target for current up move.

• We have revised the short term support base for the index upwards to 20500

region. We believe any dips from here on will attract strong demand at the

earmarked value area as it is the confluence of following:

 Bullish gap area formed on February 17, 2017 round 20449

 Monthly low of March 2017 is at 20494 which is also the base of mid Feb

to March consolidation

 Yearly high of 2016 (20649) will reverse its role and act as support

• Among oscillators, the 14 week RSI is exhibiting a negative divergence as it

has formed a lower high against higher high on price front. It is an initial sign

of waning upward momentum and supports our view of a round of

consolidation, going forward

CNX Bank Nifty Weekly Bar Chart

Source: Bloomberg, ICICIdirect.com Research

Resistance: 21678, 21900 

Support: 21250, 21100

17617

RSI exhibiting negative divergence and is at the cusp of entering into overbought zone

20649

21678



• The share price of Deepak Nitrite is at the cusp of

registering a breakout above the neckline of rounding

pattern placed around | 131 levels. A rounding

formation within an uptrend is considered a bullish

continuation pattern, which marks a healthy

corrective phase as prices work off the overbought

conditions developed after a strong rally before

resumption of the primary uptrend

• The base of rounding pattern is anchored upon the

long term rising 52 weeks EMA, then placed around

| 92 levels. The stock tested the neckline of the

rounding pattern in the first week of March 2017 and

then consolidating just below the neckline level over

the past four weeks. We believe the bullish

consolidation at the breakout area provides fresh

entry opportunity for short-term traders to ride the

next up move

• In the current up move since January 2017, the stock

has almost completely retraced its 16 weeks decline

(| 134 to | 76) in 14 weeks. The faster retracement of

last major falling segment signals conclusion of the

secondary corrective phase and resumption of the

primary uptrend auguring well for the stock

•Among oscillators, the weekly MACD (E-12/26/9) has

recently generated a bullish crossover and is in

uptrend forming higher high thus supports the

positive bias in the price

• Based on the above technical observation, we expect

the stock price to head towards | 146 in the short-

term, as it is the 123.6% external retracement of the

last major decline (| 134-76)

CMP: | 131.00 Buying range: | 125.00-128.00 Target: | 145.00 Stop loss: | 117.50 

Weekly Bar Chart

Weekly Pick: Deepak Nitrite (DEENIT): Cusp of bullish rounding pattern breakout ...  

Source: Bloomberg, ICICIdirect.com Research *Call has been initiated on I Click to Gain on March 31, 2017 at 10:38 hrs

123.6% external retracement

of previous decline @ 146

Weekly MACD in uptrend forming higher high and is sustaining

in positive territory thus validates bullish bias in price

The stock is at the cusp of a bullish rounding pattern

breakout thus offering fresh entry opportunity

134

52 Weeks EMA has acted as a strong support

in the entire up move

76
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Deal Team – At Your Service
Trend Scanner

Positive Trends

Negative Trends

Candlestick Pattern

Source: Bloomberg, ICICIdirect.com Research

Legend 

Positive and Negative Trends:

The stocks listed in the positive and negative trends section above have been identified after running multiple technical queries based on combination of

various technical parameters applied on a group of NSE cash stocks. The query modules are designed to recognise stocks, which are either at attractive

technical entry levels based on overall price structure or resolving out of medium term consolidation. Consequently the query modules are also aimed at

identifying the stocks which are under performers or in established down trends and therefore may not be good bets from short to medium term perspective.

Candlestick patterns:

Candlestick formations on weekly time interval charts typically point towards the prevailing sentiment comprising the entire trading week and could prove as

an important tool for short term traders. By themselves, the patterns do not carry any price target but only an indication of change in market behaviour. More

importance needs to be given to the placement of the pattern within larger trend. A more detailed description of Candlestick patterns and the way to

understand them is listed at the end of the report

Bullish Candlestick Formations Bearish Candlestick Formations

Scrip Name Pattern name LTP Scrip Name Pattern name LTP

PNB Engulfing 149.9 Raymond Engulfing 633.7

Reliance Inds. Engulfing 1320.9 Apollo Hospital Continuation 1165.2

Natco Pharma Continuation 849.2 Hero Motocorp Engulfing 3222.0

JBF Industries Engulfing 278.1 Idea Continuation 85.9

Titan Company Piercing Line 462.8

Mahindra CIE Piercing Line 212.5

Adani Ports Continuation 339.6

Bank of India Continuation 139.3Scrip Name Close 50 days EMA 100 days EMA Delivery %  5 days Averge

UBL 770.8 788.0 803.0 39.20

Scrip Name Close 50 days EMA 100 days EMA Delivery %  5 days Averge

Federal Bank 91.5 84.0 79.0 45.60

Reliance Industries 1,320.9 1,193.0 1,135.0 56.10

Natco Pharma 849.2 755.0 706.0 55.90

Titan Company 462.8 427.0 404.0 48.80

Mahindra CIE 212.5 201.0 197.0 62.60
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Market Activity

Source: Bloomberg, ICICIdirect.com Research

Global Markets Domestic Sectoral Indices Performance

Global Currencies, Commodities & Bond Yields

Nifty Gainers / Losers for the week (%)
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Deal Team – At Your Service
Market Activity

Source: Bloomberg, ICICIdirect.com Research

Institutional flow trends of last 12 months

Weekly market breadth trends 
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Deal Team – At Your ServiceDow Jones (20663): Reflation trade losing momentum... 

• US equity benchmarks eked out marginal gains after

a choppy trading week as reflation trade post

presidential elections are seen losing momentum.

Yields and dollar ended lower along with

commodities. DJIA settled at 20663, up 67 points or

0.3% for the week

• The weekly price action formed a bullish bar, which

carried a lower high and lower low indicating

continuance of profit booking for a fourth week after

hitting a life-time high of 21169 in early March 2017.

Going forward, the index is likely to consolidate in a

range of 20200-21500

• The DJIA is seen in profit booking mode after

gaining over 15% since the US Presidential election

in November 2016 in anticipation of fiscal stimulus

and tax reforms. In the process, prices had reached

overbought conditions and approached higher band

of the trend channel shown on adjacent chart.

However, failure of any concrete policy advance

from Trump administration led to profit booking at

higher band of the channel. Value of the higher

band of the channel is placed in the 21000-21500

region for coming weeks.

• The index is likely to correct further towards 20200

being the 50% retracement of the recent rally in

coming weeks

• The 14 week RSI is seen trending higher supporting

overall positive bias

• For the coming week, the DJIA has support at

20410, 20270 while resistance is at 20875, 20990

Dow Jones Industrials  - Weekly Bar Chart

Source: Bloomberg, ICICIdirect.com Research

18351

15503

18167

Index likely to consolidate near 21000 , looks overbought

17063

18668

17883
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Deal Team – At Your ServiceGerman Dax (12312): New life-time high in sight...

• The German equity benchmark gained to highest

level in two years resuming its well established

uptrend. The Dax ended at 12312, up down 248

points or 2% for the week

• The weekly price action formed a sizeable Bullish

bar as index resolved higher from four weeks of

consolidation. The bias for the coming week would

remain positive above last week’s low of 11916. The

index is likely to challenge its life-time high of 2015

placed at 12390

• From a short-term perspective, the index remains in

a steady up trend after resolving higher out of four

week’s trading range (12150-11900) indicating

resumption of up trend

• Going forward, we expect the index to challenge its

life-time high of 12390 as the index remains in a

structural up trend and recent consolidation has

helped prices to work out of a overbought territory.

Sustainability above 12390 would open the doors

for a medium term target of 13200 as it is the

confluence of 123.6% of 2015-16 decline (12390-

8700) and equality of current up move with October

2014- April 2015 rally (8354-12390)

• For the coming week, Dax has support at 12150,

11910 while resistance is placed at 12390, 12470

German Dax  - Weekly Bar Chart

Source: Bloomberg, ICICIdirect.com Research

12390

Index headed for 12390 levels in the short term

11430

9325

8700

9214

11618

8354
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Deal Team – At Your ServiceRupee spot (64.85): Bias to remain positive below 65.50... 

• The rupee extended its dream run to settle at the

highest level since 2015 amid record flow from

foreign investors in debt and equity segments.

Weakness in US dollar overseas also helped

sentiments. The rupee gained 1% to settle at 64.85

• The price action formed a sizeable bearish bar

indicating continuation of down trend for US$INR

pair. Bias for coming week would remain negative

for US dollar as long as it trades below 65.50 while

the rupee is likely to find hurdle near 64.70

• US$INR broke down from double top bearish

pattern indicating structural weakness for the US

dollar, going forward. Rupee remains on firm

footing, thanks to continued investment from

foreign investors and turned out to be a best

performing currency in March amid EM basket

• The rupee is likely to appreciate towards 64.70 levels

as it is the swing low and 38.2% retracement of

entire dollar rally between May 2014 to November

2016 (58.33-68.86)

• The 14 week RSI has however approached its key

displacement last seen in May 2014 which is likely to

decelerate the momentum and lead into range

bound consolidation for rupee

• For the coming week, the US$INR support is at

64.70, 64.50 whereas resistances are at 65.20, 65.50

Weekly Bar Chart - US$INR

Source: Bloomberg, ICICIdirect.com Research

May 2014 
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Deal Team – At Your ServiceGold ($1251.20): Caution warranted at upper band of consolidation…

• Gold prices eked out small gains in a volatile week of

trade as traders weighed a flurry of economic news

and remarks from Federal Reserve officials. The

precious metal was up 8 percent for the quarter. For

the week, gold prices settled at $1251.20, up 0.21%

• The weekly price action resulted in an Invested

Hammer like candle with small real body and a long

upper shadow highlighting profit booking near the

recent high and key overhead resistance placed

around $1265-1270 region. Follow through weakness

and close below the candle ($1241) will lead to further

weakness toward recent low of $1194 region in the

short term

• The bullion prices have incurred profit booking at

higher levels after approaching the key overhead

hurdle placed around $1270 region as it is the

overhead falling trendline in place since June 2016

and the 61.8% retracement of the November-

December 2016 falling segment placed around $1255

region. Structurally, the pullback since December

2016 bottom of $1123 has lacked strength as the

index has consumed 15 weeks to retrace 61.8% of the

preceding six weeks fall. Shallow price wise

retracement and larger time consumed signals a weak

pullback

• We expect bullion to witness choppy consolidation

between broad range of $1270 and $1175, going

forward. The key support for gold prices is placed

around $1175 being the 61.8% retracement of the last

two months pullback

• Among oscillators, the 14 week RSI remains

ambivalent of directional bias a it is hovering in

neutral band of 45 to 60 readings signalling

continuance of range bound consolidation

Gold Weekly Candlestick Chart

Source: Bloomberg, ICICIdirect.com Research

RSI remains ambivalent of directional bias

1374

1338

61.8% retracement @ 1175

1123
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Deal Team – At Your ServiceBrent crude ($53.62): Attracting supportive efforts at key value area…

• Brent crude oil prices moved higher as Kuwait

signaled support for the six-month extension of

Opec's supply quota plan. Supply interruption from

Libya due to fighting around oil fields has also

boosted prices last week. For the week Brent crude

rose 4.89% to $53.62

• The price action formed a sizable bull candle carrying

a higher high higher low for the first time in four

weeks. It highlights supportive efforts emerging at the

long term rising trendline joining major lows of

January and November 2016 and currently placed

near $49.50 region. Follow through strength and close

above the previous weeks high ($53.77) will be

required to open further positive options to head back

towards upper band of recent congestion area placed

near $57-$58 region. Failure to do so will lead to

continuance of choppy consolidation

• Brent crude prices are currently poised at the crucial

support placed around $49-50 region as it is the

confluence of long term rising trend line in place since

January 2016 and the 52 week EMA both placed

around $50. Holding above this trendline support will

be crucial for prices to maintain the medium term

rising trajectory. A decisive weekly close below the

$50 would be a sign of weakness in trend and open

the floor for continuance of down move towards $45-

$43 zone over the short term

• On the higher side, the upper band of previous four

months consolidation placed near $57-58 will act as a

major barrier for crude prices.

• Among oscillators, the 14 week RSI is rebounding

from lower band of its major consolidation range of

45 to 65 levels and supports further pullback efforts in

the coming weeks

Brent Crude Weekly Candlestick Chart

Source: Bloomberg, ICICIdirect.com Research

RSI rebounding from lower band of its major consolidation

42

27

41.50

54.50 54

43.50

Further supportive efforts not ruled out

near crucial support of $50 region
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Deal Team – At Your Service
Previous Week’s Performance

F&O Stocks Pivot points for the Week (April 03 - 07, 2017)

Source: NSE India, ICICIdirect.com Research

Date Scrip Product Strategy RP Target SL Gain/Loss % Comment

17-Feb-17 Pidilite Industries Cash Buy 682.00 765.00 638.00 Open

17-Mar-17 Godrej Properties Cash Buy 386.00 430.00 359.00 5.0 Booked profit at 405

24-Mar-17 Sterlite Technologies Cash Buy 128.00 145.00 119.00 0.0 Closed at cost

COMPANY CMP S1 S2 S3 R1 R2 R3 Trend

SENSEX              29421.40 29279.95 29139.45 28919.85 29560.95 29701.45 29921.00 Neutral

BANK NIFTY FUTURE   21140.65 21000.15 20896.80 20676.60 21206.85 21310.25 21530.40 Neutral

NIFTY FUTURE        9118.30 9083.30 9051.60 8988.05 9146.70 9178.45 9241.95 Neutral

BANK NIFTY          21122.55 20962.30 20850.10 20698.00 21186.60 21298.75 21450.90 Neutral

NIFTY               9108.00 9066.10 9029.00 8958.05 9140.20 9177.30 9248.25 Neutral

ACC                 1396.45 1377.50 1369.65 1361.75 1397.90 1408.10 1418.30 -ve

ADANI PORT          323.25 318.45 310.95 303.40 323.70 326.30 328.90 -ve

AMBUJA CEMENT       229.90 226.40 224.55 222.70 231.15 233.50 235.90 -ve

ASIAN PAINTS        1064.25 1046.90 1031.40 1015.90 1065.10 1074.20 1083.30 -ve

AUROBINDO PHARMA    688.80 674.10 663.70 653.35 690.50 698.70 706.95 -ve

AXIS BANK           489.35 475.50 471.35 467.20 493.10 501.90 510.75 -ve

BAJAJ AUTO          2843.00 2807.85 2784.20 2760.55 2856.60 2880.95 2905.30 -ve

BOB                 169.05 168.00 165.20 162.40 173.65 176.30 178.95 +ve

BPCL                649.70 647.80 639.80 631.85 663.80 670.45 677.10 +ve

BHARTI AIRTEL       340.50 340.00 333.40 326.75 353.25 359.70 366.15 +ve

BHEL                167.05 163.75 160.35 156.95 167.50 169.35 171.20 -ve

BHARTI INFRATEL     310.40 307.05 303.70 301.35 313.70 317.05 319.40 Neutral

BOSCH               22972.90 22776.45 22603.15 22373.65 23123.05 23296.35 23525.85 Neutral

CIPLA               593.95 588.40 583.60 579.40 598.05 602.90 607.10 Neutral
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Source: NSE India, ICICIdirect.com Research

F&O stocks pivot points for the week (April 03 - 07, 2017)

COMPANY CMP S1 S2 S3 R1 R2 R3 Trend

COAL INDIA          297.85 296.55 293.60 290.60 302.55 309.55 316.60 +ve

DR.REDDY'S LAB.     2628.35 2540.35 2528.10 2515.80 2635.75 2683.45 2731.15 -ve

EICHER MOTORS       24350.15 23882.75 23524.90 23167.05 24443.75 24724.25 25004.75 -ve

GAIL                381.30 375.05 370.95 367.20 383.25 387.30 391.10 Neutral

GRASIM              1058.30 1044.75 1028.65 1011.95 1076.95 1093.00 1109.75 Neutral

HCL TECH            873.05 870.10 862.25 854.35 885.85 894.30 902.75 +ve

HDFC                1462.60 1449.80 1439.95 1418.75 1469.50 1479.35 1500.50 Neutral

HERO MOTO           3375.25 3362.15 3340.15 3318.15 3406.15 3431.40 3456.65 +ve

HINDALCO            194.90 191.10 187.90 184.70 195.15 197.20 199.25 -ve

HIND. UNILEVER      900.20 887.25 876.75 866.25 900.70 907.45 914.20 -ve

IDEA CELLULAR       90.90 79.10 75.40 71.75 96.10 104.60 113.10 -ve

INDUSIND BANK       1389.55 1379.95 1371.15 1356.15 1397.50 1406.25 1421.30 Neutral

INFOSYS             1031.40 1023.55 1016.35 1007.50 1038.00 1045.25 1054.10 Neutral

ITC                 281.00 274.55 268.15 261.80 281.30 284.65 288.05 -ve

KOTAK MAH.BANK      879.35 875.30 865.70 856.10 894.50 901.35 908.20 +ve

L & T               1551.20 1536.70 1525.30 1504.45 1559.45 1570.85 1591.70 Neutral

LUPIN               1487.80 1482.05 1468.30 1454.55 1509.55 1518.40 1527.25 +ve

M & M               1275.80 1250.15 1235.80 1221.50 1279.55 1294.25 1308.95 -ve

MARUTI SUZUKI       6004.65 5914.70 5846.90 5779.10 6036.00 6096.65 6157.30 -ve

NTPC                164.60 163.85 162.25 160.60 167.05 168.25 169.45 +ve

ONGC                191.90 190.75 189.55 188.30 193.15 194.35 195.65 Neutral

POWER GRID          193.75 192.65 191.60 190.05 194.70 195.75 197.30 Neutral

RELIANCE            1286.75 1268.40 1253.45 1243.90 1298.20 1313.15 1322.70 Neutral

SBI                 276.50 275.30 272.20 269.15 281.40 283.50 285.65 +ve

SUN PHARMA          703.90 695.10 688.35 675.40 708.50 715.20 728.20 Neutral

TATA MOTOR DVR      280.85 275.45 271.90 268.40 281.65 284.75 287.85 -ve

TATA MOTORS         470.40 469.70 464.80 459.85 479.55 483.50 487.45 +ve

TATA POWER          86.55 85.70 84.40 83.10 86.75 87.25 87.75 -ve

TCS                 2427.20 2391.70 2368.35 2345.05 2443.00 2468.65 2494.35 -ve

TECH MAHINDRA       474.15 467.10 462.50 457.90 476.60 481.35 486.10 -ve

TATA STEEL          493.20 485.50 475.25 465.00 493.65 497.75 501.80 -ve

ULTRATECH CEMENT    3973.95 3942.55 3910.10 3849.75 4007.45 4039.90 4100.25 Neutral

WIPRO               513.25 509.85 504.35 498.85 520.85 525.80 530.80 +ve

YES BANK            1529.05 1520.20 1499.05 1477.90 1562.50 1578.50 1594.55 +ve

ZEE                 518.45 516.55 513.75 510.40 522.10 524.90 528.25 Neutral
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Forthcoming Economic Events Calendar

Source: Bloomberg, ICICIdirect.com Research

Date Event

India

3-Apr Nikkei India PMI Mfg

6-Apr Nikkei India PMI Services

6-Apr Nikkei India PMI Composite

6-Apr RBI Repurchase Rate/Reverse repo/CRR

Japan

3-Apr Nikkei Japan PMI Mfg

5-Apr Nikkei Japan PMI Services

5-Apr Nikkei Japan PMI Composite

6-Apr Consumer Confidence Index

7-Apr Real Cash Earnings YoY

US

3-Apr Markit US Manufacturing PMI

3-Apr Markit US Composite PMI

5-Apr Markit US Services PMI

5-Apr FOMC Meeting Minutes

6-Apr Initial Jobless Claims

6-Apr Continuing Claims

Euro Zone   

3-Apr Markit Eurozone Manufacturing PMI

3-Apr PPI MoM

5-Apr Markit Eurozone Services PMI

5-Apr Markit Eurozone Composite PMI

6-Apr Markit Eurozone Retail PMI

UK

3-Apr Markit UK PMI Manufacturing SA

4-Apr Markit/CIPS UK Construction PMI

5-Apr Markit/CIPS UK Services PMI

5-Apr Markit/CIPS UK Composite PMI

7-Apr Industrial Production MoM

7-Apr Manufacturing Production MoM
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Notes

• Please execute the recommendation within the prescribed range provided in the report

• Once the recommendation is executed, it is advisable to keep strict stop loss as provided in the report on closing basis

•We adapt a trading strategy of booking 50% profit  when the position is in profit by 3-5% and trail stop loss on remaining position to the 

entry point

• In recommendations where it is advised to buy on declines, if the target price is hit before activation of the call in prescribed range then the 

recommendation is considered not initiated

• The recommendations are valid only for the week and are to be squared off by the end of the week. In case we intend to carry forward the 

position, it will be communicated through separate mail

Trading Portfolio allocation

• It is recommended to spread out the trading corpus in a proportionate manner between the various technical research products

• Please avoid allocating the entire trading corpus to a single stock or a single product segment

•Within each product segment it is advisable to allocate equal amount to each recommendation

• For example: The ‘Daily Calls’ product carries 3 to 4 intraday recommendations. It is advisable to allocate equal amount to each

recommendation
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Recommended product wise trading portfolio allocation

Duration

Daily Calls 8% 2-3% 3-4 Stocks 0.5-1% 2-3% Intraday

Stocks on the Move 6% 3-5% 7-10 Per Months 7-10% 10-15% 3 Months

Weekly Calls 8% 3-5% 1-2 Stocks 5-7% 7-10% 1 Week

Weekly Technicals 8% 3-5% 1-2 Stocks 5-7% 7-10% 1 Week

Monthly Call 15% 5% 2-3 Stocks 7-10% 10-15% 1 Month

Monthly Technical 15% 2-4% 5-8 Stocks 7-10% 10-15% 1 Month

Techno Funda 15% 5-10% 1-2 Stocks 10% and above 15% and above 6 Months

Gladiator Stocks 15% 5-10% 1-2 Stocks 15% and above 20% and above 6 Months

Cash 10% -

100%

Number of Calls

Return Objective

Frontline Stocks Mid Cap Stocks
Product Product wise 

allocation

Allocations

Max allocation in 

1 Stock 
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Candlesticks Glossary: 

Candlestick patterns describe the market sentiment for the specified period. Some of the formations suggest reversal of sentiment (trend) and, therefore, are

important for a chart reader. By themselves, the patterns do not carry any price target but only an indication of change in market behaviour. More importance

needs to be given to the placement of the pattern within larger trend

Morning Star: Potential bottom reversal pattern made of three candle lines. The first sizeable black candle reflects a market in which the bears are in complete

charge. The next candle line--the small real body--shows a slight diminution of the bearish force. The white candle that makes up the last part of the morning

star visually displays the bulls are gaining the upper hand. Lowest low amongst three candles becomes technical support

Bullish Engulfing Line: A potential bottom reversal pattern. This pattern typically appears at the culmination of a decline or downtrend. The market falls, and a

black candle forms (ideally a small black candle). Next, a white real body wraps around the prior session’s black body. Low of the pattern becomes short term

support for prices

Piercing Line: Potential bottom reversal pattern. A black body forms in the downtrend. The market continues moving south on the next session’s open but that

session culminates in a white real body that closes (e.g. pierces) than half way or more into the prior black body. Lowest low between two candles is referred to

as technical support for prices

Hammer: A candlestick line which, during a downtrend, has a very long lower shadow and small real body (black or white) at the top end of the session’s

range. There should be no, or a very small, upper shadow. Pattern suggests buying support during declines and needs confirmation in terms of sustainability of

prices above head of the Hammer in following session

Evening Star: Potential Top reversal pattern made of three candle lines. Comparable with a traffic signal. First white candle reflects a market in bullish trend.

The next candle line--the small real body—warns waning momentum. The black candle that completes the evening star visually exhibits that prior up trend has

stopped or reversed

Bearish Engulfing Line: Potential top reversal signal. This two candlestick pattern emerges during a rally. A black candle real body wraps around a white real

body (classically a small white candle) Highest high between two candles becomes resistance level for prices for future reference

Dark Cloud cover: A dark cloud cover forms a top reversal pattern. The first session should be a strong, white real body. The second session’s price opens over

the prior session’s high (or above the prior session’s close). By the end of the second session, it closes near the low of the session and should fall well into the

prior session’s white body. Pattern suggests that market has a poor chance of rising immediately

Shooting Star: A single candlestick line during a rally in which there is a small real body (white or black) at the bottom end of the session's range and a very

long upper shadow. The candle line should also have little or no lower shadow. Pattern suggest the trouble for prices overhead

Continuation Patterns: Other than widely known Candlestick reversal patterns discussed above, there are numerous patterns mentioned in literature on

Candlestick which describe the continuation of existing sentiments i.e. bullish or bearish. We have refrained from mentioning names of these patterns to avoid

confusion. However, the remark Continuation Pattern refers to bullish or bearish candlestick patterns which suggest continuation of existing trend
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Disclaimer

ANALYST CERTIFICATION

We /I, Dharmesh Shah, Dipesh Dagha, Nitin Kunte, Pabitro Mukherjee, Vinayak Parmar Research Analysts, authors and the names subscribed to

this report, hereby certify that all of the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect our views about the subject issuer(s) or

securities. We also certify that no part of our compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendation(s) or

view(s) in this report.

Terms & conditions and other disclosures:

ICICI Securities Limited (ICICI Securities) is a full-service, integrated investment banking and is, inter alia, engaged in the business of stock

brokering and distribution of financial products. ICICI Securities Limited is a SEBI registered Research Analyst with SEBI Registration Number –

INH000000990.ICICI Securities is a wholly-owned subsidiary of ICICI Bank which is India’s largest private sector bank and has its various

subsidiaries engaged in businesses of housing finance, asset management, life insurance, general insurance, venture capital fund management,

etc. (“associates”), the details in respect of which are available on www.icicibank.com

ICICI Securities is one of the leading merchant bankers/ underwriters of securities and participate in virtually all securities trading markets in India.

We and our associates might have investment banking and other business relationship with a significant percentage of companies covered by our

Investment Research Department. ICICI Securities generally prohibits its analysts, persons reporting to analysts and their relatives from

maintaining a financial interest in the securities or derivatives of any companies that the analysts cover.

The information and opinions in this section have been prepared by ICICI Securities and are subject to change without any notice. The report and

information contained herein is strictly confidential and meant solely for the selected recipient and may not be altered in any way, transmitted to,

copied or distributed, in part or in whole, to any other person or to the media or reproduced in any form, without prior written consent of ICICI

Securities. While we would endeavour to update the information herein on reasonable basis, ICICI Securities is under no obligation to update or

keep the information current. Also, there may be regulatory, compliance or other reasons that may prevent ICICI Securities from doing so. Non-

rated securities indicate that rating on a particular security has been suspended temporarily and such suspension is in compliance with applicable

regulations and/or ICICI Securities policies, in circumstances where ICICI Securities might be acting in an advisory capacity to this company, or in

certain other circumstances.

The research recommendations are based on information obtained from public sources and sources believed to be reliable, but no independent

verification has been made nor is its accuracy or completeness guaranteed. These research recommendations and information herein is solely for

informational purpose and shall not be used or considered as an offer document or solicitation of offer to buy or sell or subscribe for securities or

other financial instruments. ICICI Securities will not treat recipients as customers by virtue of their receiving these recommendations. Nothing in

this section constitutes investment, legal, accounting and tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate

to your specific circumstances. The securities discussed and opinions expressed herein may not be suitable for all investors, who must make

their own investment decisions, based on their own investment objectives, financial positions and needs of specific recipient. This may not be

taken in substitution for the exercise of independent judgment by any recipient. The recipient should independently evaluate the investment risks.

The value and return on investment may vary because of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates or any other reason. ICICI Securities

accepts no liabilities whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of these recommendations. Past performance is not

necessarily a guide to future performance. Investors are advised to see Risk Disclosure Document to understand the risks associated before

investing in the securities markets. Actual results may differ materially from those set forth in projections. Forward-looking statements are not

predictions and may be subject to change without notice.
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Disclaimer

ICICI Securities or its associates might have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company or might have been

mandated by the subject company for any other assignment in the past twelve months.

ICICI Securities or its associates might have received any compensation from the companies mentioned herein during the period preceding

twelve months from the date of these recommendations for services in respect of managing or co-managing public offerings, corporate finance,

investment banking or merchant banking, brokerage services or other advisory service in a merger or specific transaction.

ICICI Securities or its associates might have received any compensation for products or services other than investment banking or merchant

banking or brokerage services from the companies mentioned herein in the past twelve months.

ICICI Securities encourages independence in research report preparation and strives to minimize conflict in preparation of research report. ICICI

Securities or its associates or its Analysts did not receive any compensation or other benefits from the companies mentioned in the report or third

party in connection with preparation of the research report. Accordingly, neither ICICI Securities nor Research Analysts and their relatives have

any material conflict of interest at the time of publication of this reports.

It is confirmed that Dharmesh Shah, Dipesh Dagha, Nitin Kunte, Pabitro Mukherjee and Vinayak Parmar, Research Analysts giving these

recommendations have not received any compensation from the companies mentioned herein in the preceding twelve months.

Compensation of our Research Analysts is not based on any specific merchant banking, investment banking or brokerage service transactions

ICICI Securities or its subsidiaries collectively or Research Analysts or their relatives do not own 1% or more of the equity securities of the

company/companies mentioned herein as of the last day of the month preceding the publication of these research recommendations.

Since Associates (ICICI group companies) of ICICI Securities are engaged in various financial service businesses, they might have financial

interests or beneficial ownership in various companies including the subject company/companies mentioned herein.

It is confirmed that Research Analysts do not serve as an officer, director or employee or advisory board member of the companies mentioned

herein.

ICICI Securities may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with and reach different conclusion from the information presented herein.

Neither the Research Analysts nor ICICI Securities have been engaged in market making activity for the companies mentioned herein.

We submit that no material disciplinary action has been taken on ICICI Securities by any Regulatory Authority impacting Equity Research Analysis

activities.

This report or recommendations are not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or

located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law,

regulation or which would subject ICICI Securities and affiliates to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. The securities

described herein may or may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain category of investors. Persons in whose possession this

document may come are required to inform themselves of and to observe such restriction.


